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Abstract— Background: What was once a contented and faithful family is presently missing a piece in their household. After the parents’ decision to separate, their biological parents eventually married someone else after a respite. Having their stepchildren by their sides, the stepchildren felt uneasy while adapting to a different environment. This social unit struggles that their stepchildren as they undergo the process of adaptation with their stepparents. Purpose: This research aims to discover and understand the lived experiences of stepchildren as they adapt to their stepparents by their stepchildren time to adjust and develop a mutual connection with their stepparents; hence, conducting this study can contribute to the knowledge of future researchers. Being able to understand the experiences and struggles of a stepchild deeply will widen the awareness of people who are not familiar with the situation. A study conducted by Mboniswa (2018) explored the experiences of growing up as a stepchild for young adults. It is possible to take some time to get adjusted to the new situation as the biological parent introduces the step-parent to the child. There are times that the stepchild rebels. Based on Kelly's blog Nobody Asked Me: Thoughts of a Stepchild (n.d), A blended family is only successful if all members have grown to treat each other lovingly and respectfully. Even though knowing the step-parent is somehow difficult for a child to comprehend, the stepchild has a right to know the new person that is entering his or her life. Having a new parent can be hard to get accustomed to. Possibly, the child will wonder about rules and whether he or she needs to listen to his or her step-parent.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 21st century, the word family has embodied different categories which are nuclear, extended, childless, single parent, and reconstituted family. Defined, it is a group of people that tend to the needs of each other. This social unit provides love, company, support, and framework that are essential for its members. Commonly, families are composed of a parent and child. Both significantly influence each social, emotional, and cultural manner. It is amplified or weakened by multiple factors such as time and mutuality. Reconstituted family as the subject being in focus is also known as a blended family or stepfamily. The prefix "step" came from the Latin word step, which refers to an orphan and denotes a connection made from the remarriage of a widowed parent, resulting in a stepparent-child relationship. Lack of significant time and familiarity is the distinguishing characteristic of this dynamic. There are implicated stages to adjustment of stepchildren, namely knowing, struggling, understanding, and adapting stage. These are guidelines to specify a period wherein a skill materialsizes. By supplementing inadequate time and understanding elements, the children can exercise adaptability, reaching a point of satisfactory assimilation. It is possible to take some time to get adjusted to the new situation as the biological parent introduces the step-parent to the child. There are times that the stepchild rebels. Based on Kelly's blog Nobody Asked Me: Thoughts of a Stepchild (n.d), A blended family is only successful if all members have grown to treat each other lovingly and respectfully. Even though knowing the step-parent is somehow difficult for a child to comprehend, the stepchild has a right to know the new person that is entering his or her life. Having a new parent can be hard to get accustomed to. Possibly, the child will wonder about rules and whether he or she needs to listen to his or her step-parent.

Another adult who is looking out for a child is the step-parent, so it is best to give the step-parent the same level of respect the child gives his or her parents, coaches, or teachers at school (Sherman, 2016). It may be hard to accept, but given that the step-parent is trying to connect with his or her stepchild, it may help to let the stepchild adjust over time. From the perspective of Grace (2017), the ideal situation is when the children in stepfamilies are encouraged to express their feelings. Then, parents and step-parents, as a result, do everything they could to help the kids feel good about their family situation. A study conducted by Mboniswa (2018) explored the experiences of growing up as a stepchild for young adults. Nevertheless, this research study focuses on the socio-cultural adaptability skills of the stepchildren with their foreign step-parents. Most articles focus on the view of step-parents; hence, conducting this study can contribute to the knowledge of future researchers. Being able to understand the experiences and struggles of a stepchild deeply will widen the awareness of people who are not familiar with the situation.

As stated in the American Psychological Association (APA, 2013), step-parent should not establish a connection with their stepchildren rigorously but create a relationship in a
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friendly way. The couple may also agree to give the discipline and control of the children until the step-parent and the child develops a solid bond. He or she can monitor the child’s behavior and doings as they gradually take on more parenting responsibilities.

Not all kids are open to their parents; thus, parents have to be the ones to initiate the conversation and bond with their kids. Children usually hesitate during the first phase; they do not engage with their step-parents until their step-parents initiate talking to them. Creating a bond is a way of resolving and lessening problems. It can also be a contributor to the child’s social skills and widen knowledge about cultural practices.

II. METHODS

Research Design

This study’s design is qualitative and phenomenological in nature. Qualitative research is one of the social science researches that gather and deal with non-numerical data, and it seeks to interpret explanation from these data that help us understand social life. (Crossman, 2019). Phenomenology is a type of approach to qualitative research that deals with the commonality of a lived experience within a particular class. The fundamental goal of this approach is to arrive at a description of the nature of the particular phenomenon (Creswell, 2013). The study addresses the different perspectives and insights of the respondents that are used to formulate a new meaning that can be used to describe a particular group and nature of the particular phenomenon related to the research.

Research Locus and Sample

The research was conducted in Philippine School Doha (PSD) – one of the most exceptional Filipino schools in the Middle East. Philippine School Doha is an educational institution that provides outstanding faculty members that accompany and assist numerous students in their different studies. The learning institution also provides exemplary facilities that enable students to immerse and engage in their different academic studies. The school was selected by the researchers considering the numerous opportunities that could contribute to the authenticity and credibility of the study.

The selected participants of the research are the ones who have step parents with different cultures. Specifically, these teenagers are the students of the senior high school department of the Philippine School Doha. The selection of the five participants was made through a qualitative simple purposive sampling strategy. This strategy is used when the participants have the specific criteria of being chosen by the researchers. The participants of the study were chosen, considering that the students are part of the senior high school department, the students have step-parents who have different nationalities, the students have step parents of different cultures.

Data Collection and Ethical Consideration

A semi-structured interview is used by the researchers in order to acquire the necessary data. A semi-structured interview is a meeting in which the interviewer does not strictly follow a formalized list of questions. They will ask more open-ended questions, allowing for a discussion with the interviewee rather than a straightforward question and answer format (Doyle, 2018).

Different instruments, such as the robotfoto and the twenty-five semi-structured interview guide, were used to support the data that were obtained. The robotfoto refers to the personal data sheets of the research respondents, which include their vital personal and professional information (De Guzman & Tan, 2007). It is composed of their name, grade level, ages, civil status of the parents, and the nationality of the parents.

Figure 1: Philippine School Doha

The researchers used recording equipment together with the twenty-five semi-structured interview to accompany the researcher and the data that were collected and transcribed verbatim in order to maintain the integrity of the semi-structured interviews. Beforehand, the participants were
given a written consent letter to ensure that they are willing to do the interview in their preferred date and time.

Data Analysis

The researchers have used the inductive approach in theme development (Braun & Clarke, 2006) to capture and analyze the collected data in the study: (1) evaluating and reviewing the transcribed data to attain the respondent’s insights; (2) verifying small units which is called meaning units; (3) reforming meaning units from respondent’s point of view to the naïve understanding of the researchers; (4) organizing the formulated meanings by arranging the data into groups, clusters, and themes through the use of dendrogram; (5) create a simulacrum to present the theme visually; (6) developing themes must go through triangulation and member checking procedures to assure credibility and legitimacy.

III. FINDINGS

When two people enter the matrimonial state, they start a family and hope to be with each other's side forever. However, sometimes, problems happen that are too much to handle even if they have children. They realize that separation is the best solution to their situation. Sometimes when that happens, the mother or father then marries someone else; thus, the creation of a new family. Cools (2018) mentioned that it is a big adjustment. For some families, creating a stepfamily is the best thing that could happen. For others, it never occurs, and the family breaks down. The simulacrum pertains to the different aspects of adjustment done by the children towards their stepparents, specifically their stepfather. There are four themes extracted from the research – knowing stage, struggling stage, understanding stage, and adapting stage, respectively. In the first stage, children firstly introduce to their stepparents and with the cultures, they have in common such as beliefs and practices. After some time, the children and the stepparent would go to the second stage, discover and experience cultural differences. They experience struggles and endeavors in the problems they encounter in building and stabilizing their relationship. Over time, children acquaint with their fundamental nature throughout this stage, this can affect the overall relationship dynamics. There are various ways to introduce the step-parent to their stepchildren.

KNOWING STAGE

Filipinos are known to be joyful and approachable, especially when it comes to meeting new people. Although it might be challenging to cope with these situations, Filipinos still can surpass these circumstances. There are many stages that one has to overcome to fully accept and understand these kinds of situations. During the Knowing Stage, this is the period where the biological parent unveils the step-parent to their children. With respective step-parent and child become aware of their fundamental nature throughout this stage, this can affect the overall relationship dynamics. There are various ways to introduce the step-parent to their stepchildren.

"My mom first introduced him to me as her friend and slowly as her boyfriend, and then he became my dad." (Participant No. 5)

The step-parent must introduce themselves gradually to avoid shocking the children because of the change situation dealing with all of his or her life to prevent any misunderstandings. Although some are introduced gradually, some people are directly introduced to their step-parent.

"It just happened. My mom introduced me to my step-parent." (Participant No. 3)

"When I arrived here in Qatar three years ago. (Participant No. 4)

"My mom brought me to Manila to introduce him as her boyfriend." (Participant No. 5)

"I was introduced to my step-parent by my mom, telling me that she has a boyfriend. Then I realized that I got introduced to him when they were already together." (Participant No. 3)

On the one hand, some people may prefer to introduce themselves straightforwardly because he/she knows how their children react on some circumstances while on the other hand, certain people were not able to experience being introduced to their step-parents.

"My mom's and my stepdad's house are just near each other. I have known him as an uncle, and he was the one who drives us to wherever we have to go. I thought they were just friends. Little did I know they were already in a relationship." (Participant No.2)

"When I got back here, he was introduced to me as my uncle. At first, he was introduced as just an uncle, but afterward, I was suddenly told that they were already getting married. So I didn't really have a choice." (Participant No. 2)

Even though it is hard to grasp the idea of having a new parent, every child has a right to know who is coming into their lives. With all the given responses, it is evident that step-parents are introduced in the most appropriate way that the biological parents can give because they are the ones who know their children more than anyone. Whether the introduction was directly or gradually, it is the manner of dealing that will matter the most. However, there can be misunderstandings that will come along the way, and the
knowing stage will proceed to the struggling stage subsequently.

**STRUGGLING STAGE**

As the children start to discover and learn more about their step-parents, they start to face difficulties with regards to their relationship with their step-parents. The children's everyday experience as a family changed when their step-parents arrived. One of the difficulties children experience towards their step-parents is hesitance. Accordingly, children are hesitant in terms of opening up to their step-parents for that their step-parents might have different perspectives on the situation or opinion that the child has mentioned. Some examples of this would be being judged or being scolded by their step-parent. Alternatively, in some cases, the step-parent will not care about their stepchildren opening up to them.

"No, because we are not close. Due to his strictness, I'm afraid to share something because. might judge or get mad at me." P4

"No, because I feel like even if I share it with him, he would not understand my problem." P4

"Yes, because he is not that open. Every time I would open up to him, he would say "ah okay,” and then he would ask me what I want to eat.” P2

Although it is common to struggle in terms of adjusting to a new situation, it does not apply to all children or step-parent as we have different perspectives in dealing with different situations.

"No, because he believes that I should be firm on my beliefs and he respects that." P2

"My step-parent does not encourage me to believe his own cultural beliefs, although he likes to share his culture when we chat, and he does not force his culture upon me.” P3

When it comes to sharing their beliefs, step-parents do not encourage their stepchildren but rather let them choose their own. It is exclusive in a way that both parties are minding their businesses without forcing his/her own beliefs.

"Not really, because sometimes he would attend Catholic mass with us, and we would go to their temple. He does not force us to his beliefs.” P1

"No, because he believes that I should be firm on my beliefs, and he respects that.” P2

Since both sides have shared their own culture and beliefs, the children will know their cultural differences, which prompts it to the next sub-theme, which is the cultural differences.

In terms of cultural differences, some step-parents do not encourage or force their stepchildren to follow their cultural beliefs. As stated from the responses of the participants, their step-parents either respected their cultural differences or shared their own cultural beliefs.

On the first hand, both parties had to adjust to their family. On the other hand, the child did not need to accustom themselves since their step-parent had already adjusted for them.

"No, because my father adjusts for us.” P1

Nevertheless, there are times when even though the child is not yet used to having a step-parent, they accept it regardless for the sake of their biological parent's happiness.

"When I was stubborn and rebellious, my mom was the one who talks to me every time I tell her that I do not like having a step-dad. However, now that I see that my mom is happy, I did not pursue telling her about not liking my step-dad.” P2

From the responses of the participants, children do experience struggles when it comes to adjusting to a new step-parent, such as hesitating to open up to their step-parents or accepting the fact that they already have a step-parent.

Nevertheless, in some cases, the children will not experience any struggles or adjustments since their step-parents adjusted for them. Having cultural differences can be difficult, but it will be not if they deal and approach it correctly.

Having a step-parent, it does not always mean that one will have a smooth ride along the journey of adjusting to a new life. It comes with some problems and miscommunications, and with that, some step-parents are not conscious enough to either know or deal with these problems.

"He usually responds to the problem of having a family meeting.” P3

"He would always talk to me about it, but sometimes if the problem is too big, we tell my mom, and we would talk about it as a family.” P5

From the responses of the participants, their step-parents choose to discuss it as a family. It shows that the step-parents want to deal with the problem in the most mature way that is possible. Subsequently, stepchildren have adapted in all aspects towards their step-parents, and because of this, they will be able to the next stage, which is the Understanding Stage.

**UNDERSTANDING STAGE**

As the child goes through the struggles of having a stepparent, he or she begins to acknowledge that he or she will be living with the stepparent for long, and it is better to accept the situation and the stepparent. It would be difficult at first, yet the child will slowly learn to accept the stepparent and understand the situation.

"When I was stubborn and rebellious, my mom was the one who talks to me every time I tell her that I don’t like having a step-dad. However, now that I see that my mom is happy, I did not pursue telling her about not liking my step-dad.” P2

With this response, we could see that the respondent did not accept the stepparent at first, yet he or she learned to accept and understand the stepparent because he or she sees that his or her biological parent is happy with the stepparent.
“It is a blessing to me that my mother and I would talk about my struggles and feelings, often especially the times when I need to vent because I was confused with what was happening.” P5

Sometimes, the child needs someone, like a mother, to help him or her throughout the adjustment stage. At a young age, the child could be confused with adjusting to a stepparent, so it is nice to have someone to guide him or her properly.

Furthermore, as the child accomplishes to accept the stepparent and be more open, he or she starts to initiate interactions and conversations with the stepparent comfortably.

“Yes, especially now that I am a teenager, I need to open up to him more. Sometimes we sit together in the living room and talk about random stuff, such as things about the school, life in general, and even about my love life.” P5

We observe that as the child grows with the stepparent, he or she becomes more open and starts to share parts of their life with the stepparent for them to know each other more.

“I take the initiative to start a conversation sometimes when I need something, or I want to ask something.” P3

In other instances, the child is not open with the stepparent, which may be caused by the insufficient quality time spent together by the child and the stepparent, but not too close that the child does not talk to the stepparent.

As the child understands the stepparent, he or she initiates to adapt or to understand the culture brought by the stepparent. They begin to share the different cultures and traditions they have, start to find their cultural commonality, and start to apply them in their family life and identity.

“I have conformed to my step parent’s culture, but I am not sure how. I naturally adjusted to his culture.” P3

We can see in P3’s response that the stepchildren naturally adjusted with the stepparent’s culture through the time that they have been together.

“Yes, we do not like to waste food. We think about the people who cannot eat as much as we can, so we learned to be considerate. I believe it is a good practice, especially for me and for my step sister.” P5

We can also observe in this response that the stepchildren learned the culture and values brought by their stepparent, and they recognize it as a good practice.

The stepchild starts to consider the stepparent as part of the family and applies the culture. The child can now proceed to the last stage of adjusting of stepchildren to stepparents, which is the acceptance stage.

ADAPTING STAGE

Children who are grieving the loss of a deceased parent or the separation or divorce of their biological parents may need time to heal before they can fully accept their step-parent. They affirmed:

“We get uncomfortable if we do not talk to each other even if we are together, and we got over it because we lived together for a long time, and we got used to it.” P1

“I learned to accept the change that happened in my life. I was blessed to have another person in my life who loves me, so I was okay with it, and I easily coped with the change.” P5

“I got over the feeling uncomfortable around my step-parent by getting used to the new situations.” P5

Though having different cultures and religions, this did not become a hindrance in building a relationship with their step-parent because they have also conformed to their step-parent's rules which has been evident in their respondents:

“I have never felt uncomfortable with my step parent’s culture since I have stayed in Qatar for a long time to experience similar cultures to his culture.” P3

“I adjusted in terms of clothing since Muslims do not wear revealing clothes, and I should come home at a certain curfew they give me, but it was fine.” P2

“I apply a little bit of both, but I practice my culture more because the customs and traditions we have in the household, such as the events or holidays we celebrate are from the Philippine culture.” P5

Over time, they can develop a deeper, more meaningful relationship with each other, which does not necessarily have to resemble the one they have shared with their biological parents. They expressed:

“I do share my problems with my step-parent, and when we do, it's usually a man-to-man talk.” P3

“Yes, because I am open to my parents with what is happening in my life. I share everything, and that is why it was not a struggle for me to share my problems with them.” P5

“We would often talk, be open with each other, emotionally and physically, as much as possible.” P5

Building a relationship with a step-parent is different from building other new relationships. Michaels (2006) revealed that healthy stepfamilies were successful due to behaviors of acceptance, flexibility, respect, patience, communication, and having a sense of humor. It is hard to be open to someone you have just met because a step-parent can sometimes feel like a stranger who suddenly slides into your life. Everyone experiences a different situation; that is why there may be no easy answers to accepting a step-parent.
IV. DISCUSSION

Step-family, unlike the common misconception, is not a new occurrence. About 1300 new step-families are forming each day as dictated by the US Bureau of Census (2009). There are multiple reasons for its formation. Remarriage rates for divorced persons are consistently higher than rates of remarriage for widowed persons (Frenier, 1980). As separation and divorce became prominent, more step-families resurfaced. Such allows an opportunity to remarry for the sake of creating a substitute parental figure necessary for the children left behind.

There are complications step-families usually face among are their parenting techniques, comparison to biological family, age gap with children, cultural dynamics, and a time frame wherein it is expected to the members to feel fit into each other. Mills D (1984) suggested that the time required for the child to fully adjust equally to the age of their transition to becoming a step-family. They are learning to deal with the cultural differences between supports the child to acknowledge where he or she identifies with. Thus, it establishes the flexibility between biological and stepparent nature towards an agreement.

Underdetermined stages come aspects which the children experience throughout the whole process of adjusting to their stepparents, considering the cultural and social divergence — linking further to how openness, cultural diversity, unconsciousness, acceptance, nonconformity, hesitance, initiative, and exclusivity with accompanying demonstration affect the success of the confirmation into a stepparent-child relationship.

KNOWING STAGE

Parents and stepparents must take charge of introducing the children. Children who see parents happy in a second marriage will be more receptive to stepsiblings (Valerie, 1999). The biological parent is usually the one who introduces the stepparent to the child. For most parents, introducing a new partner into their children's lives is an incredibly important decision. In our experience, contrary to the way these things are often portrayed, lone parents are not always hopping in and out of relationships, they think rigorously before jumping on something new, and their foremost concern is how it is going to affect their children (O'Kelly, 2005). Lone parents face difficulty in entering new relationships, possibly due to their past relationship experiences and assumption of the need to scrutinize its consequences.

Stepparents may likely adhere to establishing a deeper relationship with their co-parent compared to building rapport with their stepchild. Sheppard, Garcia, and Sear (2014) said introducing a stepparent into the household may lead to drift away from the biological parent in existing children since they will be diverting some resources from parenting effort into the mating effort and their relationship with the new partner.

When first introduced to the children, "Stepparents often feel a lot like a kid waiting to be picked for the kickball team," McBride said. "They try too hard. Kids can smell that a mile away." A biological parent should make expectations clear about how children are to treat the stepparent without trying to force a loving relationship. (Olson, 2002). The biological parent shall be the medium between two parties that are getting to know each other yet as they are familiar with the characteristic that may merge both sides. It is their responsibility to settle into an agreement about the role and limitations obligated to the stepparent in respect to the child, vice versa.

STRUGGLING STAGE

Although there is a possibility of creating a tense relationship between the residential and nonresidential households after a divorce, things may become even more challenging after the addition of a stepparent to the residential family (Coleman, Fine, Ganong, Downs, & Pauk, 2001). Hetherington and Clingempeel (1992) and Walker and Messinger (1979) found uncertainty in stepfamilies over what the child and stepparent should feel and expect from each other. The uncertainty in expectations for disciplinary, open, and affectionate, communicative behaviors from a stepparent can lead to conflict between family members (Sroufe & Fleeson, 1988).

While conflict itself may not be problematic for family adjustment, the inability to address and overcome it may be. Further, as a family struggles to resolve their conflicts that arise from discrepant expectancies, members may also negatively contribute to the overall functioning of the family (Sroufe & Fleeson, 1988).

Communicating and negotiating boundaries can be a challenge to family members who have experienced a divorce and remarriage. In particular, stepparents and their nonresidential parent's family must manage potential changes and challenges to their communication and relationship as the stepchild transitions into stepfamily life (DiVerniero, 2010). Avoiding conversations may be predictive of difficulties in solving relational problems – poor communication quality is related to problems between stepparents and stepchildren (Gosselin & David, 2007). Furthermore, there is an avoidance of some topics because they look as destructive relational forces, and topic avoidance serves a relationship maintenance function (Baxter and Wilmot, 1985). Two of the reasons why people avoid specific topics are for self-protection and relationship protection (Guerrero and Afifi, 1995a, 1995b). As Baxter and Wilmot (1985) and Afifi and Burgoon (1998) asserted, topic avoidance serves as relationship maintenance to steer clear of potential problems within the family.

Despite cultural differences, the stepparent respected their differences and did not force their own cultures to their stepchildren – allowing them to continue to believe in their own cultures. Authoritative parenting consists of strictness, along with warmth and nurturing for the child. In contrast, authoritarian consists of strictness along with a cold approach. Authoritarian stepparenting tends to increase the amount of avoidance, whereas more non-restrictiveness and authoritativeness decreased it. Authoritativeness and authoritarianism were more strongly correlated than
non-restriuctive with participants’ avoidance. (Golish, 2003) The relationship between parenting styles and adolescent adjustment in stepfamilies suggests the dangers of too much control without support, or too little control, and the benefits of support and warmth. Similar to the parenting literature in general, an Authoritative style seems most conducive to adolescent adjustment (Crobbie-Burnett and Giles-Sims, 1994). Hetherington and Clingempeel (1992) discovered that an Authoritative parenting style for mothers and stepfathers was associated with the best outcomes for early adolescents. Concerning stepparenting styles specifically, the sparse research suggests a positive relationship between adolescent adjustment and either an Authoritative style or absence of direct involvement in the control dimension (Crobbie-Burnett and Giles-Sims, 1994). Not surprisingly, stepchildren do not like to be disciplined by stepparents (Claxton-Oldfield, Garber, & Gillerist, 2006). They prefer open and flexible communication with stepparents (Baxter et al., 2004; Henry & Lovelace, 1995), and talk more with stepparents who use authoritative and permissive styles of stepparenting than with authoritarian stepparents (Golish, 2003). Many of the stepchildren, particularly the adolescents, did not accept them as parental figures and were negative, even hostile, toward their stepparents (Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992). Stepchildren often act against stepparents who are perceived to be overbearing in their parenting roles (Golish, 2003). Golish (2003) further mentioned that stepparents commonly receive more negative feedback from their stepchildren in disciplinary exchanges as they do not impose the same authority as a biological parent.  

UNDERSTANDING STAGE  
Step-children will have to adapt to the culture brought by their step-parent. Berry identified two dimensions underlying cultural adjustment processes (Wilchek-Aviad&Timsit, 2018): (a) cultural maintenance, which refers to the degree which people appreciate and desire to preserve their identity and (b) cultural customs, and contact participation, which refers to the degree to which people appreciate and desire to maintain contact with members of the other group. The application of culture brought by the step-parent depends on how they practice the dimensions stated. Berry (1990, 2001) claims that people from different parts of the world face two major questions pertaining to their encounter with their new society: (a) whether to maintain their former cultural identity and (b) whether to develop closer relations with members of the host society and accept its values. 

Step-children vary in their openness to developing bonds with step-parents and in their perceptions of step-parents’ behaviors toward them (Ganong et al., 1999). Step-children who were school-aged and older when they met their step-parents expected the step-parents to initiate the first attempts to get to know them and to be nice to them (Ganong et al., 2011). When it comes to disciplining, several researchers have reported that step-relationships are closer when step-parents take a supportive role with step-children and let biological parents do most of the disciplining (CrobbieBurnett& Giles-Sims, 1994; Hetherington &Clingempeel, 1992). Furthermore, authoritative step-parents - who favor high warmth and flexible control as a “parenting style” - have better relationships with step-children than authoritarian step-parents, who demonstrate low warmth and high control (Golish, 2003; Henry & Lovelace, 1995) as step-children prefer open and flexible communication with step-parents (Baxter et al., 2004; Henry & Lovelace, 1995). Speer and Trees (2007) found that step-children's interactions with a step-parent and the communicative strategies implemented to manage the step-parent's communicative ambiguity is associated with the step-child's perception of family relationship quality. The relationship between the step-child and the step-parent depends on how the step-parent plays his/her role in the family. As described by previous studies, the most common pattern of closeness between step-child and stepfather was feeling close to stepfather where 46% of the step-children reported, with 23% feeling not close, 15% being less close, and 16% having improving relationships (King & Lindstrom, 2016). Whether stepfather-stepchild relationships remained close, remaining not to close, became close or less, two factors stood out in identifying between these four patterns of closeness from adolescence to young adulthood: the closeness of the relationship between the mother and the child and the quality of the relationship between the mother and the stepfather (King & Lindstrom, 2016).

ADAPTING STAGE  
Paul Schrodt (2016) has a study that examined the degree to which step-children’s relational frames operate as explanatory mechanisms for the positive alliance between everyday talk and relational satisfaction in stepparent-stepchild relationships. Results indicated that step-children’s everyday talk with their residential step-parent positively predicts their positive regard for the step-parent, the parental authority they grant the step-parent, and their affective certainty within the relationship. Visher, E. B., & Visher, J. S. (2019) suggested that step-parents reveal and conceal from step-children out of the same motivations. Establishing good relationships, viewing step-children as own children, helping step-children with problems resulting from the divorce, and viewing step-children as "others" and indicates that step-parents experienced dialectical tensions between closedness and openness during the decision of revealing or concealing from step-children. Elsbeth Neil (2009) explained that adoptive parents involved in face-to-face contact arrangements were found to be more communicatively open than parents involved in letterbox contact. Children's emotional and behavioral development was not related to either the type of contact that they were having with their families at birth or the conversational openness of their step-parents. Yvette Solomon et al., (2002) elaborated that while both parents and their teenage children support to the idea of openness and honesty as the route to both intimacy and democracy, there are stans within the concept of openness because both parties have opposing goals in the trading of information. For parents, information gain means the retention of power and control, while for teenagers, withholding information from their parents ensures their privacy, power, and identity. Jeanne Segal, Ph.D., and Lawrence Robinson (2019)
emphasized the way a blended family communicates. They believe that it says a lot about the level of trust between the members of the family. When communication is clear and distinct, there are more possibilities for connection and fewer opportunities for misunderstanding, whether it is between parent and child or step-parent and step-child.

Timberly L. Baker et al., (2016) explained that language might be a barrier not only in getting information out but also when families are present at the school for an event like family night. Gillian Coote Martin (2014) is convinced that cultural diversity in the office has grown as a trend over time with the increase of globalization. One effect is that employees belonging to different cultures usually have various ways of thinking and can thus analyze a matter from a variety of perspectives. Asking the employees that belong to the same culture to analyze the same matter, makes it difficult to achieve. Jeanne Segal, Ph.D., and Lawrence Robinson (2019) thought that most families have very contrasting ideas about how to spend annual events such as holidays, birthdays, and family vacations. Forcing kids might make them feel resentful about going along with someone else's routine. They suggested trying to find some common ground or create new traditions for a blended family. RusulAlrubail (2014) justified that it is essential to be mindful of the cultural differences in students' behavior. Being able to distinguish or recognize these cultural differences allows the instructor to form a safe environment for all students. It is important to understand these differences to be able to implement culturally responsive teaching and pedagogical practices to ensure the success of every student in the classroom.

Michaels (2006) believes that Children who felt respected by the step-parents tended to have more successful relationships. According to teens.webmd.com (2018), if you and your step-parent have similar personalities and interests, it may take less time to adjust. Nevertheless, relationships with step-parents can be complicated as they may be part-friend and part-parent. Getting used to the balance between the parent and the friend parts can take a while. Jeanne Segal, Ph.D. and Lawrence Robinson (2019) said that if children spend a long time in a one-parent family, or still nurture hopes of reconciling their parents, they may have difficulty accepting a new person. Celia NoreenaFalconi (2014) emphasized acceptance. She perceives acceptance as an essential mindset for stepfamilies (and perhaps even any other family type) for family members to be able to move on from issues of conflict and fairness, and towards forgiveness even if emotions take more time to adjust. Acceptance of the stepfamily situation was an important component when perceiving conflict situations as resolvable rather than as an inevitable and permanent consequence of being a stepfamily.

V. CONCLUSION

This qualitative study's purpose is to determine the common struggles of stepchildren as they live with their stepparents. The child-parent relationship has a significant influence on most aspects of the child's development. When optimal, parenting skills and behaviors have a positive impact on children's self-esteem, school achievement, cognitive development, and behavior. In addition to that, it aims to know how this sudden change affects the child's emotional, social, and cultural stability towards the situation. Moreover, when a stepfamily is formed, the members may have no shared histories, routines, and belief systems.

The findings suggest that the stepparents need to be introduced to the stepchildren slowly. The stepparents are introduced by their biological parents; as they become aware of the situation, most struggles to adapt. Although time varies from one stepchild to another, they are all capable of understanding the situation gradually. As soon as the stepchildren become knowledgeable, they commence the conversation and share values and culture with their stepparents.

Despite the many experiences the stepchildren face to overcome the struggles of forming a stepfamily that are featured in this study, there is still a possibility that some ideas are left unnoticed. Researchers may utilize this study as they identify additional prospects. A significant limitation of this study is mainly focused on the foreign stepfathers of Senior High School students. This study has shown that not all cases have a bad effect on children; there are still some cases wherein children do not experience any struggles in adjusting to the new phase of their life. These experiences depend on how and when they were introduced to their stepparents.

The researchers recommend this study to be further developed by future researchers by examining further, both theoretically and empirically. The researchers also suggest getting participants that have both genders as their stepparents and not only those who have stepfathers. The researchers also recommend to do deeper investigations and to lend more time towards this study as the researchers might miss some important factors that could help in strengthening this study.
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